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gies to effectively treat the symptoms that develop in
the long term, especially after injuries that produce
sensitization of nociceptive processing in the central
nervous system (CNS). In order to engineer more
effective treatments for chronic pain, the neurophysiological processes that lead to dysfunction in pain
processing in the CNS after injury must be deﬁned and
understood.
Structural plasticity, including neurite outgrowth
and synaptogenesis, is one mechanism by which pain
can be maintained through the rewiring of both nociceptive and non-nociceptive pathways in the spinal
cord.17,24,40 Synapse growth can be stimulated by
synaptogenic factors, including thrombospondins,
which are a family of extracellular matrix proteins that
are secreted by astrocytes in the CNS and are necessary
for synapse development.6,11,13,32 One member of the
thrombospondin family, thrombospondin-4 (TSP4), is
increased in astrocytes in the spinal cord after painful
mechanical joint injury that induces persistent spinal
sensitization,8 and after nerve injuries that are associated with neuropathic pain.21,27,43 However, it is unknown which signals induce spinal TSP4 expression
after injury. Thrombospondin-1 (TSP1) is the moststudied member of the thrombospondin family,1 and
several factors have been identiﬁed that can modulate
expression of TSP1. For example, activation of
purinergic P2Y receptors on astrocytes by ATP, which
functions as an excitatory signaling molecule in the
nociceptive pathways in the spinal cord,5 increases
astrocytic TSP1 expression.37 However, the potential
role of excitatory signaling in modulating astrocytic
TSP4 expression in the spinal cord is unknown.
In this study we used complementary in vivo and
in vitro approaches to elucidate the neural signals
inducing TSP4 expression after painful injury. First,

Abstract—Thrombospondin-4 (TSP4) is a synaptogenic
molecule that is upregulated in the spinal cord after painful
facet joint injury and may contribute to spinal hyperexcitability. However, the mechanisms leading to increased
spinal TSP4 are unclear. Because primary afferent activity is
critical in the development of spinal hyperexcitability after
facet joint injury, this study evaluated the role of afferent
ﬁring in the increase of spinal TSP4 and excitatory synapses.
Intra-articular bupivacaine was administered immediately or
4 days after painful facet joint injury in male Holtzman rats,
and TSP4 and excitatory synapses were quantiﬁed in the
spinal cord at day 7. Immediate, but not delayed bupivacaine
treatment, prevents the injury-induced increase in TSP4 and
excitatory synapses in the dorsal horn (p < 0.0001). Preliminary in vitro experiments suggest that the excitatory signaling molecules ATP and glutamate may stimulate astrocytic
TSP4 expression (p £ 0.04). Collectively, these results suggest
that afferent activity early after facet joint injury is critical for
the induction of spinal TSP4. This study advances the
understanding of the timing and role of afferent activity in
TSP4 expression after injury, which is critical for the
therapeutic targeting of TSP4 to treat persistent pain
conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic pain aﬀects at least one in three adults in
the United States, and has an estimated annual cost of
over $635 billion.33 Over 40% of the general population reports pain symptoms lasting longer than
3 years.4 Pain has a growing economic burden, in part,
because of the inability of current therapeutic strateAddress correspondence to Beth A. Winkelstein, Department of
Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania, 240 Skirkanich Hall, 210
S. 33rd St, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6321, USA. Electronic mail:
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we used an established rat model of painful cervical
facet joint injury to evaluate the role of excitatory
signaling in the induction of spinal astrocytic TSP4
after injury. The facet joints are injured during neck
trauma, and their excessive loading can result in persistent pain.3,26,28 Painful facet joint loading in the rat
increases activity in the primary afferents that innervate the joint in association with widespread changes in
the spinal cord that enhance neuronal excitability,7
including increases in astrocytic TSP4 expression and
excitatory synapse density.8 Transiently blocking
afferent activity immediately after joint injury prevents
the development of pain, but blocking afferent ﬁring
4 days after injury does not attenuate pain.7 Based on
those results, we hypothesized that excitatory signaling
in the ﬁrst hours after facet injury induces spinal
astrocytic TSP4 expression and subsequent increases in
excitatory synapse density. To test that hypothesis,
TSP4 expression and excitatory synapses were quantiﬁed in the spinal cord after painful facet joint injury
in rats receiving intra-articular bupivacaine to block
excitatory afferent activity either immediately or
4 days after injury.
The results of our ﬁrst study suggest that immediate
injury-induced aﬀerent activity increases spinal TSP4
expression. Glutamate and ATP, two key spinal excitatory signaling molecules, are elevated in dorsal root
ganglia, spinal cord, and pain-processing regions of the
brain in response to nociceptive stimulation and
chronic neuropathic pain.9,29,31,36,39 Because of those
pain-related increases in excitatory signaling molecules
and the ability of ATP to induce TSP1 expression in
astrocytes in vitro,37 we conducted preliminary experiments stimulating cultured astrocytes with glutamate
or ATP to determine whether astrocytic TSP4
increases in direct response to either or both of those
excitatory signals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study evaluated the potential roles of injuryinduced aﬀerent activity and excitatory signaling in the
upregulation of spinal astrocytic TSP4. In the in vivo
experiment, bupivacaine was used to transiently block
joint afferent activity after painful facet joint injury.
Rats received bilateral intra-articular injections of
bupivacaine either immediately after painful facet joint
loading (Inj-BP0h, n = 6) or delayed until day 4 after
painful joint loading (Inj-BPd4, n = 6). Separate
groups of rats received control injections of the saline
vehicle at the same times after sham surgery (ShamVEH0h, n = 6; Sham-VEHd4, n = 6) or after painful
joint loading (Inj-VEH0h, n = 6; Inj-VEHd4, n = 5).
Behavioral sensitivity was evaluated through day 7, at
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which time TSP4 expression and excitatory synapse
density were quantiﬁed in the spinal dorsal horn. In a
second in vitro experiment, puriﬁed astrocyte cultures
were stimulated with ATP or glutamate, two signaling
molecules that contribute to the excitation of spinal
neurons by primary sensory afferents.14,35 Expression
of TSP4 and a marker of astrocytic activation, glial
ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP), were quantiﬁed by
immunolabeling after astrocytes were stimulated with
ATP or glutamate to determine the effects of excitatory signaling on TSP4 expression and astrocytic
activation.
Facet Joint Distraction and Intra-articular Bupivacaine
Treatment
All experimental procedures were approved by the
University of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee and carried out under the guidelines of the Committee for Research and Ethical Issues
of the International Association for the Study of Pain.
All surgical procedures were performed using adult
male Holtzman rats (362–464 g) under inhalation
isoﬂurane anesthesia (4% induction, 2–3% maintenance). Facet joint loading was performed by distracting the bilateral C6/C7 facet joints, which has
been described previously.25,26 The C6 and C7 vertebrae were attached to microforceps on a custom
loading device and the C6 vertebra was distracted
0.7 mm rostrally to stretch the bilateral facet capsules
across the C6/C7 joints. Bead markers were placed on
the C6 and C7 vertebrae and on the surface of the right
C6/C7 facet capsule to quantify the vertebral and
capsule displacements, as well as the maximum principal strain (MPS) on the facet capsule surface. Sham
surgeries included all of the same procedures with no
joint distraction applied in order to control for the
effect of the surgery.
Intra-articular injections of 10 lL 0.5% bupivacaine or 0.9% saline solution were injected into the
left and right facet joints using a microsyringe with a
33G beveled needle (Hamilton; Reno, NV).7 After
injection, the microsyringe was held in the joint for at
least 30 s in order to prevent ﬂuid leakage from the
joint space. Treatments given immediately after injury
were administered following facet joint loading, prior
to closing of the surgical incisions. For the intra-articular injections made on day 4, rats were anesthetized with isoﬂurane (4% induction, 2–3%
maintenance), the paraspinal musculature was separated to re-expose the bilateral C6/C7 facet joints and
injections were performed as described above. All
incisions were closed using 3-0 polyester suture and
surgical staples, and rats were monitored during
recovery in room air.
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Assessment of Mechanical Hyperalgesia
Mechanical hyperalgesia was assessed pre-operatively (at baseline) and on days 1 and 7 after facet joint
distraction by quantifying the paw withdrawal
threshold (PWT) to mechanical stimulation of the
forepaws of each rat. A series of von Frey ﬁlaments
(1.4, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, and 26 g) was applied to the
plantar surface of the forepaws.26 If a rat responded to
two consecutive ﬁlament weights by withdrawing,
licking, or shaking the forepaw, the lower of those
ﬁlament weights was recorded as the PWT, with a
maximum threshold of 26 g. Testing was repeated in
three rounds and the average of all rounds was calculated for each rat, by averaging the left and right paw
withdrawal thresholds (mean ± SD).22 PWT was
compared over time and between groups by repeatedmeasures ANOVA with a post hoc Tukey’s HSD test.
Immunolabeling of TSP4 and GFAP in Spinal Cord
Tissue
To quantify the expression of astrocytic TSP4 on
day 7 after facet joint injury, spinal cord sections were
immunolabeled for TSP4 and GFAP. Rats were
anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (65 mg/kg,
i.p.) and transcardially perfused with 250 mL of chilled
PBS followed by 250 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA). The C6/C7 spinal cord was removed and postﬁxed in 4% PFA overnight, then cryopreserved in 30%
sucrose in PBS for seven days at 4 C. Samples were
freeze-mounted in OCT medium (Fisher Scientiﬁc;
Waltham, MA) and axial cryosections (14 lm each, 5–
6 sections per rat) were mounted on Superfrost Plus
slides (Fisher Scientiﬁc; Waltham, MA).
Sections were blocked in 10% goat serum in PBS for
1 h at room temperature. Sections were then incubated
overnight at 4 C with chicken anti-TSP4 (1:1000;
from F. Zaucke; Cologne, Germany) and rabbit antiGFAP (1:500; Dako, Denmark) in 10% goat serum
with 0.3% Triton-X PBS. Sections were incubated for
2 h at room temperature with goat anti-chicken Alexa
488 and goat anti-rabbit Alexa 568 ﬂuorescent secondary antibodies (1:1000, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA),
and then incubated with DAPI (1:10,000, Invitrogen;
Carlsbad, CA) for 10 min and cover-slipped with
Fluorogel mounting medium (EMS; Hatﬁeld, PA).
The superﬁcial dorsal horn of each spinal tissue section
was imaged using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope. For each pixel in an image, the intensity of
GFAP labeling was assessed using a custom MATLAB
code.10 If the pixel was determined to be positively
labeled for GFAP (relative to a threshold that was set
using control tissue samples), then the intensity of
TSP4 labeling was quantiﬁed. TSP4 intensity was
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averaged across all GFAP-positive pixels in each
image.
Synapse Quantiﬁcation in the Superﬁcial Dorsal Horn
Spinal cord sections were immunolabeled with
mouse anti-synapsin (1:100; Synaptic Systems; Goettingen, Germany) and rabbit anti-homer (1:200;
Synaptic Systems; Goettingen, Germany) to quantify
synapse densities in the dorsal horn at day 7 after facet
joint injury. Excitatory synapses were quantiﬁed by
counting puncta with co-localized synapsin and homer
labeling, using previously published methods.8,16
Brieﬂy, image stacks were acquired from the dorsal
horn at 0.33 lm increments up to 3 lm of depth using
a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope. The maximum
intensity projection of each set of three sequential
images was used to generate a single image (0.02 mm2
tissue area) corresponding to 1 lm of tissue depth. The
Puncta Analyzer plugin for ImageJ (National Institutes of Health; Bethesda, MD) was used to identify
puncta exhibiting co-localization of synapsin and
homer in each maximum intensity projection. The area
of the tissue parenchyma, excluding any holes and/or
gaps in the tissue sections, was quantiﬁed using a
custom MATLAB code.8 The number of co-localized
puncta in the dorsal horn was normalized to the corresponding tissue area for each image. The excitatory
synapse number per area was then averaged across all
rats in each group and compared between groups using
Student’s t test.

Quantiﬁcation of Astrocytic TSP4 In vitro
Puriﬁed rat astrocyte cultures were used to evaluate
changes in TSP4 expression induced by the excitatory
signaling molecules ATP and glutamate. Cortical cultures were isolated from E18 rat pup brains by dissecting the cortices at 37 C in Neurobasal media
(Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA) with trypsin (0.3 mg/
ml; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and DNase I
(0.2 mg/ml; Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).30
Soybean trypsin inhibitor (0.5 mg/ml; Gibco, Grand
Island, NY) was added after 20 min and the tissue was
mechanically dissociated. Cell solutions were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min and the remaining
pellet was resuspended in DMEM with Glutamax and
FBS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY). Cell solutions were
ﬁltered sequentially through 60 lm and 28 lm Nitex
meshes and plated on T75 tissue culture ﬂasks precoated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO). Cultures were maintained at 37 C and 5% CO2
and the media was replaced every 3–4 days. To acquire
pure astrocyte cultures, the ﬂasks were placed on an
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orbital shaker overnight at 250 rpm to dislodge the
neuronal layer. Flasks were rinsed and the remaining
adherent cells were collected by adding 4 ml of trypsin/
EDTA (0.25%, Invitrogen) for 2–3 min at 37 C and
mechanically dislodging the cells. The cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 g and were resuspended in
DMEM with 5% FBS before re-plating on poly-L-lysine-treated T75 ﬂasks. Media was changed at 24 h and
then every 3–4 days.
Two weeks after puriﬁcation, astrocytes were split
onto 35 mm glass-bottom wells at a density of 1 9 105
cells/mL. Two days before stimulating the cells, the
media was changed to DMEM with 0.5% FBS. Cells
were then stimulated for 12 h with DMEM media containing 0.5% FBS and either ATP (0, 100, or 500 lM; 3
wells each dose) or glutamate (0, 10, 100, 1000 lM; 3
wells each dose). After the stimulation period, each well
was rinsed with PBS and ﬁxed for 15 min in 4%
paraformaldehyde. Cells were blocked with 10% goat
serum in PBS, then incubated overnight at 4 C with
chicken anti-TSP4 (1:1000; from F. Zaucke; Cologne,
Germany) and rabbit anti-GFAP (1:500; Dako, Denmark) in 10% goat serum with 0.3% Triton-X PBS.
Wells were incubated for 2 h at room temperature with
goat anti-chicken Alexa 488 and goat anti-rabbit Alexa
568 ﬂuorescent secondary antibodies (1:1000, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA), and then incubated with DAPI
(1:10,000, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) for 10 min. Glass
coverslips were removed from the culture dishes and
mounted on slides using Fluorogel mounting medium
(EMS; Hatﬁeld, PA). Five images were collected from
each slide using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope
with a 40X water-immersion lens. GFAP-positive cells
were traced using ImageJ, and the cell area and mean
green (TSP4) and red (GFAP) pixel intensities were
recorded for each cell proﬁle (2–5 cells proﬁles per
image). Cell areas and mean TSP4 and GFAP intensities
were compared between treatment groups using a oneway ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s HSD testing.

RESULTS
Early Intra-articular Bupivacaine Prevents Spinal
Astrocytic TSP4 Expression and Excitatory
Synaptogenesis
The imposed injury severities are the same across all
groups. In fact, the vertebral distraction magnitude,
average capsule distraction magnitude, and average
MPS on the facet capsule are not diﬀerent in any of the
groups receiving facet joint distractions (Table 1).
Facet capsule stretch induces a signiﬁcant decrease
from the baseline PWT at both days 1 and 7 after
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injury with an immediate intra-articular injection of
the saline control (Inj-VEH0h, p < 0.004) (Fig. 1a).
Immediate treatment with bupivacaine attenuates that
decrease in PWT, and maintains PWT in the Inj-BP0h
group at baseline and sham levels at days 1 and 7 after
injury (Fig. 1a). The PWT remains decreased from
baseline and sham levels at days 1 and 7 after injury
when saline vehicle (Inj-VEHd4, p < 0.021) or bupivacaine (Inj-BPd4, p < 0.0001) injections are given at
day 4 after injury (Fig. 1a).
Astrocytic TSP4 expression increases in the superﬁcial dorsal horn at day 7 after facet capsule stretch
with immediate saline vehicle treatment (Inj-VEH0h)
over sham levels (Sham-VEH0h) (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1).
However, immediate bupivacaine treatment (Inj-BP0h)
attenuates that increase in astrocytic TSP4 in the
superﬁcial dorsal horn (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1). In contrast, although astrocytic TSP4 increases in the dorsal
horn after painful joint loading with vehicle treatment
given at day 4 (Inj-VEHd4) (p £ 0.0061); bupivacaine
administered at day 4 (Inj-BPd4) does not attenuate
the increase in spinal TSP4 expression (p £ 0.048)
(Fig. 1). Immediate bupivacaine treatment also similarly prevents the injury-induced increase in excitatory
synapses in the superﬁcial dorsal horn at day 7 after
facet capsule stretch (p < 0.0001), but synapse numbers increase despite the administration of bupivacaine
at day 4 (p £ 0.043) (Fig. 2).
ATP and Glutamate Induce Astrocytic TSP4
Expression
TSP4 and GFAP immunolabeling were quantiﬁed
in 56 ± 1 astrocytes in each group after ATP treatment, and 55 ± 8 astrocytes per group after glutamate
treatment. GFAP-positive astrocytes exhibit greater
average TSP4 intensity (p £ 0.009) and average GFAP
intensity (p < 0.001) following treatment with either
100 lM or 500 lM ATP, compared to astrocytes
receiving no ATP stimulation (Fig. 3). The mean area
of the cells is unchanged after 500 lM ATP treatment
from the area of cells in the control group, but the area
of the cells after 100 lM ATP treatment is lower than
both the control group and the 500 lM-treated group
(p £ 0.0006) (Fig. 3). Similarly, the average intensity of
TSP4-labeled pixels increases after all three of the
glutamate doses—10 lM, 100 lM, or 1000 lM glutamate—relative to untreated astrocytes (p £ 0.04)
(Fig. 4). However, the intensity of GFAP-labeled pixels increases over the intensity in untreated cells only
after 1000 lM glutamate treatment (p < 0.0001)
(Fig. 4). The mean area of the astrocytes is also greater
after 1000 lM glutamate treatment, relative to the
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TABLE 1. Facet joint distraction mechanics.
Vertebral distraction (mm)
inj-VEH0h
inj-BP0h
inj-VEHd4
inj-BP4h

0.75
0.79
0.70
0.71

±
±
±
±

0.19
0.19
0.07
0.17

Capsule distraction (mm)
0.35
0.30
0.36
0.35

±
±
±
±

Maximum principal strain (%)

0.08
0.06
0.07
0.23

23.9 ± 9.6
27.5 ± 8.0
31.2 ± 8.8
31 ± 20

All data are shown as mean ± SD.

FIGURE 1. Immediate intra-articular bupivacaine prevents behavioral sensitivity and spinal astrocytic TSP4 upregulation. (a) Paw
withdrawal thresholds (PWT) are reduced on days 1 and 7 after facet joint injury (*p £ 0.021), but immediate intra-articular bupivacaine treatment prevents the decreases in PWT. PWTs for the 0 h and day 4 (d4) treatment groups are normalized to their
respective sham groups. (b) Quantification of co-localized TSP4 (green) and GFAP (red) in the superficial dorsal horn, as shown in
(c) representative images with enlarged insets depicting the co-localization of GFAP and TSP4. Increases in astrocytic TSP4 after
painful joint loading (*p < 0.0001 vs. Sham-VEH0h) are prevented by immediate treatment with bupivacaine (#p < 0.0001 vs. InjVEH0h). However, increases in astrocytic TSP4 after painful joint loading (^p £ 0.048 vs. Sham-VEHd4) are not blocked when
bupivacaine is given at day 4. Data for the 0h and d4 treatment groups are normalized to their respective sham groups.

control group (p < 0.0001) and the 10 lM-treated cells
(p = 0.001) (Fig. 4); the mean area after 100 lM glutamate treatment is greater than the area of the cells in
the control group (p = 0.033) (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
Blocking aﬀerent activity from the facet joint
immediately after painful joint loading prevents the
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FIGURE 2. Immediate intra-articular bupivacaine prevents excitatory synaptogenesis. (a) Representative immunolabeling of colocalization of synapsin (red) and homer (green) identifies synaptic puncta (yellow; white arrows). (b) Counting synapses in the
superficial dorsal horn after sham or painful facet joint injury followed by immediate (Inj-VEH0h, Sham-VEH0h) or day 4 vehicle (InjVEHd4, Sham-VEHd4) or bupivacaine (Inj-BP0h, Inj-BPd4) injections shows that increases in excitatory synapses after painful joint
loading (*p < 0.0001 vs. Sham-VEH0h) are prevented by bupivacaine given immediately (#p < 0.0001 vs. Inj-VEH0h) but not at day 4
(^p £ 0.043 vs. Sham-VEHd4).

injury-induced upregulation of astrocytic TSP4 and
increase in excitatory synapses in the spinal dorsal
horn (Figs. 1 and 2). However, blocking activity from
the facet joint after the development of behavioral
sensitivity does not affect the injury-induced increases
in TSP4 or excitatory synapses (Figs. 1 and 2). These
ﬁndings strongly support that excitatory afferent
activity early after painful facet joint loading induces
the upregulation of spinal TSP4 and excitatory
synaptogenesis.
Painful facet joint injury induces a host of changes
in the spinal cord that contribute collectively to spinal
hyperexcitability and behavioral sensitivity. TSP4
expression and excitatory synaptogenesis can be induced by excessive mechanical loading of the joint, but
both are blocked by the transient pharmacological
inhibition of joint aﬀerent activity (Figs. 1 and 2). The
absence of behavioral sensitivity when TSP4 expression and synapse numbers are not increased (i.e., after
immediate bupivacaine treatment) is also consistent
with the previous observation that increased TSP4 levels are sufﬁcient to induce mechanical allodynia, but
speciﬁcally blocking TSP4 expression after facet joint
injury can prevent allodynia.8 These results also suggest that synapse number may correlate with allodynia,
a potential relationship that bears further investigation. In addition to TSP4, painful facet joint injury
modulates levels of many other spinal proteins,
including the metabotropic glutamate receptor
mGluR5 and phosphorylation of the NMDA-NR1

subunit (pNR1) and ERK1/2 (pERK),8 all of which
are indicative of the central sensitization that develops
in the ﬁrst 7 days after injury.20,38 However much like
TSP4, the increases in mGluR5, pNR1, and pERK are
attenuated by immediate bupivacaine treatment after
facet joint loading,7 suggesting that TSP4 and excitatory synaptogenesis are part of a more complicated
cascade that is initiated by increased afferent activity
after excessive loading of the facet joint.
This study supports the notion that early intervention is critical to prevent persistent pain and the spinal
modiﬁcations that promote neuronal hyperexcitability
following nerve injury34,41 or indirect nerve injury such
as that experienced during joint loading.7,19 Bupivacaine administered 4 days after joint injury fails to
attenuate the increases in TSP4 and excitatory synapses at day 7 (Figs. 1 and 2), supporting that continuous afferent input from the injured facet is not
required to maintain the hyperexcitable state in the
spinal cord. These ﬁndings are consistent with the prior
observation that delayed bupivacaine treatment also
does not attenuate injury-induced increases in other
excitatory signaling proteins in the spinal cord,
including mGluR5 and pNR1.7
TSP4 represents a potential therapeutic target for
persistent neuropathic pain,21 but the current study
suggests that the timing of such treatments may be a
key factor in their success. For example, intrathecal
oligonucleotides that block translation of TSP4 protein
transiently reduce behavioral sensitivity for only 3–
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FIGURE 3. ATP stimulates expression of TSP and GFAP in astrocytes. (a) Purified cultured astrocytes co-labeled for TSP4
(green), GFAP (red) and DAPI (blue) in the presence of 0, 100, or 500 lM ATP for 12 h. TSP4 labeling of TSP4-transfected 293-EBNA
cells and astrocytes labeled with secondary, but no primary antibodies (No 1° Ab), are shown as positive and negative labeling
controls, respectively. (b) Both 100 lM and 500 lM ATP induce greater TSP4 (*p £ 0.009) and GFAP (#p < 0.0001) expression than
0 lM ATP, as measured by average pixel intensity in GFAP-positive astrocytes. (c) Mean cell profile areas are greater after both
0 lM and 500 lM ATP treatment relative to 100 lM ATP (*p £ 0.0006).

4 days when they are delivered after sensitivity has
already developed following spinal nerve ligation.21
When the same oligonucleotides are delivered
intrathecally beginning 3 days before painful facet
joint injury, no behavioral sensitivity develops for at
least 7 days,8 which was the duration of the post-injury
observation period. Because of the pre-treatment protocol in that study, anti-TSP4 oligonucleotides were
likely present in the spinal cord at the time of injury,
possibly preventing the increase in expression of TSP4
that would otherwise be induced by the injury event.
Although the current study focuses on bupivacaine

treatment to block afferent activity rather than the
temporal aspects of speciﬁc anti-TSP4 therapeutics for
neuropathic pain, its ﬁndings and those of both Kim
et al.,21 and Crosby et al.7,8 together suggest that,
much like intra-articular bupivacaine, speciﬁcally targeting spinal TSP4 is likely to be more effective before
sustained pain develops.
Stimulation with either ATP or glutamate, two
excitatory neurotransmitters that are involved in excitatory CNS signaling originating from primary aﬀerent
ﬁbers that innervate the facet joint, induces an increase
in TSP4 in cultured astrocytes (Figs. 3 and 4), sug-
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FIGURE 4. Glutamate (Glu) stimulates astrocytic expression of TSP4 and GFAP. (a) Purified cultured astrocytes co-labeled for
TSP4 (green), GFAP (red) and DAPI (blue) after exposure to glutamate in 0 lM, 10 lM, 100 lM, or 1000 lM doses for 12 h. TSP4
labeling of TSP4-transfected 293-EBNA cells and astrocytes labeled with secondary, but no primary antibodies (No 1° Ab), are
shown as positive and negative labeling controls, respectively. (b) All glutamate concentrations increase the average TSP4 pixel
intensity (*p £ 0.04), but only 1000 lM glutamate stimulation increases the average GFAP pixel intensity (#p < 0.0001 vs. 0 lM,
^
p 5 0.023 vs. 100 lM). (c) Mean cell profile areas are greater after 100 lM or 1000 lM glutamate treatment relative to 0 lM
glutamate (*p £ 0.033), and greater after 1000 lM glutamate relative to 10 lM glutamate (#p 5 0.001).

gesting that both excitatory signaling molecules can
separately stimulate TSP4 expression. However, the
observations in our study are complicated by the fact
that ATP can lead to glutamate release from astrocytes,18 so TSP4 upregulation could be an indirect effect of ATP treatment through self-induced glutamate
release. Similarly, glutamate signaling can cause
astrocytes to release ATP,2 so the increase in TSP4
evident after glutamate treatment may be due to indirect ATP signaling. Clearly, although excitatory signaling molecules seem to be important in modulating
TSP4 after joint injury, the complicated relationships
between ATP and glutamate signaling require determination of the exact mechanisms of astrocytic activation and TSP4 upregulation.
These in vitro experiments suggest a role for ATP
and/or glutamate in TSP4 upregulation after painful
facet joint injury, but several limitations restrict the
scope of the ﬁndings. Of note, although each of the ﬁve
TSP isoforms have synaptogenic properties,11 only
TSP4 was investigated in this pilot in vitro study. TSP4
has been reported to increase after peripheral nerve
injury while TSP1 and TSP2 levels are unchanged,21
but the potential overlap of the mechanisms that induce astrocytic expression of each TSP isoform remains unclear, especially since TSP1 is also induced in

astrocytes via a purinergic pathway.37 The in vitro
experiments in this study were also limited in using
embryonic rat cortical astrocytes. Primary astrocyte
cultures derived from embryonic rat or mouse cortices
are common, including in studies evaluating TSP
expression.15,37,42 However, astrocytes from fully-developed, adult spinal cords would better control for the
temporal changes in TSP production from development to adulthood32 and regional heterogeneity in
astrocyte populations.12 Moreover, additional studies
using human cell lines would provide comparative data
regarding any species-dependent ﬁndings.
Neither of the markers of astrocyte activation used
in this study (GFAP immunolabeling and cell area),
increased consistently with larger concentrations of
ATP or glutamate (Figs. 3 and 4). Astrocyte cultures
are subjected to a number of other conditions that can
activate the cells even before stimulation, in spite of
attempts to mitigate those factors. Serum components
in cell culture medium can stress astrocytes,23 and despite reducing serum levels to 0.5% for 48 h in our
study to return astrocytes to the quiescent phase prior
to stimulation,37 some baseline level of astrocyte activation is expected. The lack of a consistent response of
astrocyte activation to stimulation is indicative of the
limitations associated with studying astrocytes in vitro.

Excitatory Signaling Induces Spinal TSP4 After Joint Injury

Furthermore, TSP4 is a secreted extracellular matrix
protein,1 so evaluating intracellular astrocytic TSP4
quantiﬁes only a portion of the potential total TSP4.
Total TSP4 levels in vivo or in vitro found using Western blot or ELISA would provide more information
about TSP4 regulation after injury. Ultimately, although TSP4 and GFAP expression are correlated
in vivo,21 the relationships between TSP4 expression
and astrocyte activation remain unclear; further studies are needed to resolve these issues by evaluating the
induction of TSP4 expression, both overall and
speciﬁcally in astrocytes either in vivo or in more regulated in vitro conditions.
By demonstrating the importance of facet joint
aﬀerent activity in the induction of TSP4 and synaptogenesis, including the potential roles of speciﬁc
excitatory neurotransmitters in TSP4 upregulation,
this study supports a putative mechanism for the
development of spinal hyperexcitability after painful
facet joint injury. Excessive loading of the facet is
known to increase ﬁring in the aﬀerents that innervate
that joint.28 Astrocytes participate in synaptic transmission at tripartite synapses,2 so as primary afferent
ﬁring reaches secondary neurons in the spinal dorsal
horn, astrocytes are exposed to synaptically-released
neurotransmitters. Increases in glutamate and ATP in
primary afferents29 and the spinal dorsal horn9,39 in
response to painful stimuli or nerve injury support that
dorsal horn astrocytes are exposed to greater levels of
those signaling molecules. Although further studies are
required to solidify the link between excitatory signaling molecules and TSP4 expression, such stimulation by ATP and/or glutamate may increase levels of
astrocytic TSP4, which is a synaptogenic molecule that
increases synapse numbers in the CNS.6,13 An increase
in the overall number of excitatory synapses in the
dorsal horn could partially contribute to the previously
observed increases in spinal proteins like mGluR5,
pNR1, and pERK,7 with an overall result of increased
excitability of spinal neurons. Once spinal sensitization
has developed, neuronal excitation is less directly related to the intensity or frequency of peripheral
inputs,24 which also is supported by the ineffectiveness
of intra-articular bupivacaine administered 4 days
after injury (Figs. 1 and 2).
In summary, this study shows that aﬀerent activity
early after painful joint injury is critical for the
induction of spinal TSP4, and the subsequent increase
in excitatory synapses in the dorsal horn that may result from increased TSP4 levels. Current ﬁndings also
suggest that excitatory signaling molecules could directly induce TSP4 expression in astrocytes; after injury, astrocytes may be stimulated to release TSP4 as a
by-product of primary aﬀerent signaling to the dorsal
horn following excessive joint loading. These data
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suggest a potential mechanism for the induction of
TSP4 and the timing of that mechanism, both of which
are important for the continued development of TSP4
as a potential therapeutic target for persistent pain
conditions.
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